1. Insert **USB flash drive** into the console computer.

2. Open **Image Management Database** window, and click on **Protocol Exchange** in Data Apps.

3. Choose **Import Mode**

4. In the Protocol Exchange screen, click the + sign next to USB to expand the list of protocols. Click the protocol to be imported and drag it to the Protocol Selection (right panel). Highlight the protocol, and click **Import**.
5. **A password window** pops up. You do NOT need to type in a password. Click OK. The progress bar at the bottom moves left to right indicating transferring. Wait till after the message "Import protocol to system success" displays, click **Quit** to exit Protocol Exchange.

**Note:** If an “incompatible hardware” error occurs after clicking OK in the password window, **it means that the protocol is not supported by the system.** Even though "Import protocol to system success" may still display, the protocol will **not** be loaded onto the system.

6. Make sure that the light on the USB flash drive is not blinking, and then unplug the USB flash drive.